
 

 

 

 

 Archives & Archivists SIG Meeting 
Wednesday, September 8, 2021, 3:00pm MDT, on Zoom 

─ 
Facilitators: Dylan McDonald, Jonathan Pringle 
Attendees: 11 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
The New Mexico Archives and Archivists SIG aspires to be a Community of Practice: one that “grows out of a need 
for connecting with other people who share the same issues, learning environment, and/or passion.”  Our community 
is built on a foundation of trust, respect, optimism, and intentionality.  Please exercise these core tenets with other 
members in all interactions, whether virtual or in real life.  
Loa, Berlin, and Kruger, Pamela Nett (2021) “Community of Practice at the California State University Special Collections and University Archives,” 
Journal of Western Archives: Vol. 12: Iss.1, Article 1. 

INTRODUCTION/LAND ACKNOWLEGEMENT STATEMENTS: Jonathan, Dylan, Katie 

Agenda Items 
Last Meeting Follow-up 

1. American Archives Month—sharing programming, events, and activities meeting participants are 
coordinating:  

● Brian—Daniel Arbino will give a public talk and Q&A on (Thursday) October 7 at 2pm. Dr. 
Arbino is the Director of Collection Development at the Nettie Lee Benson Latin American 
Collection at UT Austin. Topics of Arbino’s discussion: the centennial celebration of the 
collection overseen, including giving an overview of the collection; current initiatives and future 
plans of the Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection; activities regarding post-custodial 
archives. 

After the public discussion, Dr. Arbino will stick around for “shop talk”. Brian 
encourages attendance of early career librarians and archivists, and remote digital program 
students in the state. 

● Dylan—Borderlands Archives Bizarre. Date is (Saturday) October 23, at the New Mexico Farm 
and Ranch Heritage Museum, near Las Cruces. Borderlands are the areas of southern NM and 
west TX. The week of September 13 the Borderlands committee will decide if event will be: a) 
in-person, b) virtual, c) a combination of both. 

Last year the Archives Bizarre was held virtually via Zoom and Facebook page 
broadcasts. There were some glitches, but overall it was a success. So far, for 2021, the 
Borderlands committee is leaning towards incorporating a degree of online presentation 
even if the event is held in-person. 

● Dylan—NMLA is having their Annual Meeting in October; the meeting will be joint in-person 
and online. Not sure of the location of the in-person part of the meeting, possibly Albuquerque 
Marriott(?). 
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 Our Archives SIG will give a presentation with: myself, Jonathan, Sue, Phillipa, and 
Jenna as panelists. We will figure out how we can share our NMLA presentation with the 
Archives SIG participants. 

● Ryan—we are planning to launch a new database on our website at the end of this month. The 
database, Proficio, will make our archives and museum collections available at state and local 
searches. This is the first step of our new Research Center of Contemporary Native Art. This 
time next year our facility should be complete. If anyone has recommendations for movers to 
move our archive collection across our campus, let me know. 

Proficio embeds all the digital material with all the records; so as someone is looking 
through the finding aids, the art work can be viewed simultaneously with the archive 
collections. 

Since our institution is planning to unveil the new database close to October, I will 
make this an Archives Month activity. 

● Jonathan—we will send out a reminder of the Archives Month hashtags that our Archives SIG 
discussed in June or July. Sharing the hashtags seems like a safe COVID-proof activity. 

● Plans for the future 

2. Archives & Archivists SIG future meetings—Jonathan shared results of the survey circulated last 
month. 

● Timing of the meetings: Overall, Wednesdays at 3:00pm seemed most agreeable to those who 
completed the survey. 

● Frequency of the meetings: Bimonthly (every other month) will be the frequency of the 
meetings effective October 2021. We will meet in October (date to be determined based on 
NMLA Annual Meeting), and the following meeting will be the second Wednesday of December 
at 3:00pm.  

● Meeting Minutes format: make the minutes more clear. 

● Meeting Format: There were several ideas of how our meeting format could change in the 
future. Here is a brief list, 

○ Have discussion topics or theme. Examples: we all read a relevant professional article and 
discuss it. Discuss new software developments. Discuss work issues. 

○ Presentations from experts or vendors. 

○ Spotlight on an organization, where collections and activities of the organization are 
discussed. 

● Feedback from participants regarding survey results.  

○ Ryan discussed the format of New Mexico Assn of Museums monthly Brown Bag Meetings 
he helps arrange; this meeting is targeted to graduate students and “emerging museum 
professionals” (EMPs). Past and upcoming topics of this group’s meetings are: resume and 
cover letter development; subject based sessions; strategic professional development 
planning; PastPerfect introduction. 
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○ Katie discussed a previous experience participating in a group meeting. Ideas: have a topic 
for the month that could pertain to work, like “how to manage interns”, or MPLP (more 
product less process). Share and/or read professional articles and discuss as a group.  

○ Kathleen shared examples of what would be appreciated to have shared at future meetings. 
Allow our group participants to speak at our meetings occasionally so they could talk about 
what they are working on: big projects, new grant proposals, interesting acquisitions, new 
piece of equipment, if they had to call in a specialist, etc. Instead of focusing on guest 
speakers we could let our own members share their own unique experiences. 

○ Dylan shared an overview of a project they’re currently working on with Internet Archive to 
upload audiovisual content from a collection within NMSU Archives and Special Collections. 
Dylan is using Internet Archive because their institution doesn’t have an in-house 
management system that supports video content. Dylan commented that Internet Archive 
was a little “clunky” but that its ability to reach a larger audience than if the material was 
solely stored in an NMSU platform seems like an asset. Dylan is willing to talk about the 
progress of this project to either our group, or another.   

● Things to consider in executing some of the fore mentioned meeting format ideas: 

○ Getting guest speakers could be difficult on two fronts—honoraria and coordinating the 
speaking “engagement”. Without a dedicated honoraria fund, some speakers may decline. 
And there should a person who will make the effort to look for speakers or presenters. The 
coordination duties could be rotated between different people, but there should be a 
committee or several people in our group who would like to oversee the Guest Engagement 
tasks. 

○ Having article discussions takes time and dedication. Someone would have to find suitable 
articles (would we, as a group, vote on approval of article?) and provide access to the article 
for the group (i.e. share pdf version?). To have an engaging discussion, participants in the 
meeting should read the articles in advance of the meeting. Coordinating these tasks could 
also be shared, or rotated, between 2-3 people. 

○ Jonathan mentioned that we could use the Archives & Archivists SIG listserv to solicit 
speakers within our group who would like share their current projects in an upcoming 
meeting. He also mentioned the listserv is a way we can communicate ideas, share events 
and activities within the group in between meetings. 

3. Other Initiatives—Dylan discussed previous development ideas for our group:  

● Have a committee (or sub-committee) of 3-4 people dedicated to develop programming for our 
future meetings. 

● Create searchable listing of the repositories throughout the state (a project for a sub-
committee?). 

● Create a list of For-Hire archivists, conservators, specialists. Anna had talked about developing 
this, will follow up with Anna, but others are welcome to join in putting this together. Perhaps a 
group of 2-3 to share the duties of creating the list? 
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4. NMLA Presentation—Dylan gave a summary of the presentation the Archives & Archivists SIG will 
present at the NMLA Annual Meeting, the broad theme is ‘providing a glimpse of the Archive World 
to our Library colleagues’ Jonathan shared details from a previous meeting of the panelists, the 
presentation is still in development. Overall, each panelist will share their unique perspective or 
experience regarding working within the intersections of libraries and archives. 

● Jenna will discuss the role of a public library serving both library and archive material; and the 
tensions that exist when doing “double duty” in a public library setting. Jenna will also discuss 
issues in preservation. 

● Phillipa will discuss the mission of Diné College and how it relates to archival holdings. There 
will also be an exploration of ways faculty at Diné College (or other higher education 
institutions) could embed archive material in their instruction. Phillipa will also talk about ways 
library colleagues can do appropriate referrals regarding sending patrons to archives for 
research. 

● Jonathan will discuss context of archival holdings, and the guiding principles behind the value 
of some of the unique material within the collection he oversees. Will provide some images of 
unique items and explain how issues of cultural sensitivity are handled. 

● Dylan will discuss some of the previously mentioned ideas, and there will be a round-robin of 
questions that have been prepared in advance in case audience participation is limited. In 
addition, he will discuss Access challenges in Archives, from the perspective of “barriers to 
access”, such as 

○ Physical—walking, reading, searching for material in different manner from library material 
searches 

○ Spatial—the secluded location of a lot of archives, layout of reading rooms 

○ Financial—patrons needing reliable transportation, paying fees they may not be used to 
paying when going to public libraries, providing identification card or documentation 

○ Cultural—language barriers, patrons may not familiar with archival handling rules 

● Sue will discuss aspects of Archives in museums, and some of the unique challenges that arise 
within that setting, such as: managing volunteers familiar with museum handing practices, but 
not archive handling; museum needs or innovations prioritized over archive needs or 
innovations; workarounds in navigating the challenges. 

Round Robin Sharing 
5. Update on NMAO—Portia discussed that the RMOA (Rocky Mountain Online Archive) will be taken 

down in early October. This was an IT (and financial) decision so we don’t get charged another year 
for RMOA. If anyone has questions or problems with their repository and this migration, you can 
contact Portia The week of September 13 or 20 there will be another meeting with IT support to go 
over the following: 
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● IT will do another pull of finding aids from RMOA. They will put the finding aids on a shared 
drive (that Portia will have access to), which will serve as a backup in the event something 
catastrophic goes down and someone needs access to the old RMOA data. 

● There will be some redesign issues discussed, though most of the “design” will be “out of the 
box”. Issues that will be discussed with IT: 

○ Increase the search results from 10 to 25, so people won’t have to scroll so much. 

○ Increase the login time from one-hour to two-hours so people won’t get kicked out of 
sessions so soon 

○ The Records Group tab is not being so will request it get taken down. In its place will be a 
FAQ that will provide search tips, and basic information. As the site gets used the FAQ will 
be updated with questions from end users. 

○ RMOA automatic redirect to NMAO; currently not sure how that is (or will be) configured. 
There may be redirect notice or link provided at the institution or collection level. This is one 
reason why we are meeting with IT before the RMOA site gets taken down. 

6. ArchivesSpace Training—Portia discussed possibly conducting ArchivesSpace training for our 
group based on questions that were received, and with the awareness that ArchivesSpace works 
differently from RMOA. If training sessions will be provided, it may be late October or November. 
Through practice training sessions with UNM staff, possible training session topics will be: 

● Top containers, what they are and how they work 

● How to use spreadsheet importer 

● Basic searching 

7. Suzan Shown Harjo collection—Ryan shared the current project he’s working on. The AIAI 
recently received funding so they can process the papers of Suzan Shown Harjo. They have 
approximately 300 boxes of material. 

● Suzan Shown Harjo wrote the NAGPRA legislation, the American Indian Religious Freedom 
Act, helped start NMAI, and much more.[for more information here’s a link to Wikipedia Suzan 
Shown Harjo - Wikipedia] 

● The collection should be available by the end of the year, and probably contains the most 
complete NAGPRA development papers available.  

● There is a lot of audio and video in the collection, and a lot of information pertaining to AIM 
(American Indian Movement) 

8. New Research Center—Ryan discussed the new Research Center for Contemporary Native Art. 
Opening is planned for 2022, it’s interdisciplinary and somewhat experimental in the format and 
content of the center. He reminded the group he’s looking for movers for the archive material. 

9. NMSU grant award—Dylan shared that NMSU was awarded $3500 for Library Acquisitions from 
the Southwest and Borders Culture Institute. Annually the institute gives out various grants, the 
applications are submitted in March and notifications of awards are sent in the summer. He intends 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suzan_Shown_Harjo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suzan_Shown_Harjo
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to use the award funds to purchase material related the “Military Industrial Complex” in southern 
New Mexico. Material for the collection will be about: 

● army air corps bases and bomber crews that were trained in southern NM 

● POW campus for German and Italian soldiers 

● Japanese and Japanese American internment camps 

● Expansion of the White Sands proving grounds and missile range 

● High altitude balloon tests 

Side Notes 
● Zoom Accounts—Donna mentioned that their institution will be cancelling its subscription to Zoom 

in favor of either Google or Microsoft Office Teams. There was in inquiry if that would affect the 
ability to participate in future Archives & Archivists SIG meetings, since Zoom will be used.  

Dylan explained that currently the meetings are hosted through NMSU’s Zoom account. As such, in 
order to participate a person needs Zoom software installed on their device (installation is free); and 
either the direct link to the meeting or the meeting ID/password. [participation by phone should also 
be an option] Dylan also mentioned one could sign up for a free Zoom account, if they wanted to 
host their own meetings, but that there are limitations with a free Zoom account, those details can 
be looked up on Zoom’s website. 

● NMLA Presentation—there was a brief discussion between Dylan and Ryan regarding a version of 
the NMLA Presentation being shared with the Brown Bag Meetings Ryan coordinates. They will 
work out the details between themselves in the near future.  

● Society of Southwest Archivists Annual Meeting 2023—After the NMAO launch in October, 
Portia will post on the listserv to invite anyone who is interested to participate in helping with the 
Society of Southwest Archivists 2023 Annual Meeting, the meeting will take place in Albuquerque. 

● ArchivesSpace—Jonathan commented that both from an experience using ArchivesSpace and 
Oxygen; and from feedback that was received from a student worker who did work in the NMAO, 
ArchivesSpace is easy to use and is intuitive. It’s easy to move files and folders around; easy to add 
content. 

● Accessing Archives from a distance—Jonathan shared a question that posted on the listserv 
from Regina Bouley Sweeten of ENMU. The issue was that scholars from a great distance away 
wanted look through an ENMU collection, and Regina was not sure that the collection holdings 
would be worth the travel expense and time investment for the scholars to make the trek to ENMU. 

Regina decided to hold a consultation session with the scholars using Zoom and a webcam 
to give the patrons a sense of what was in the collection. Regina wanted feedback from the group 
to see if there were others who had similar experiences providing “virtual” service to patrons who 
were a great distance away, and see what the experiences or approaches were like. 
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Dylan was curious as to how Regina conducted the consultation…perhaps Regina can be 
invited to discuss the experience with our group? 

Next Meeting Information 
Date for the October meeting will be determined and shared on the listserv because of the NMLA Annual 
Meeting, and our group’s participation. The Zoom link for the next Archives & Archivists SIG meeting will be 
the same. 

Reminder that effective with the October 2021, our meeting frequency will be bimonthly (every other 
month). So we will meet in October, then the next meeting will be the second Wednesday of December at 
3pm. 
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